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The Wooden Monkey 

"No Monkeys Here"

Located in the Downtown area, The Wooden Monkey is famous for its

organic, macrobiotic menu with locally grown ingredients. Live music

played by local artists and musicians, is a special feature of this place

because of which it attracts a lot of local crowd. Airy and comfortable,

Wooden Monkey offers an extensive menu with an even longer wine list!

Because of its environment-friendly organic ingredients, the taste is

excellent and this makes it a preferred destination for the foodies.

 +1 902 444 3844  www.thewoodenmonkey.ca/  1707 Grafton Street, Halifax NS

 by Stiftelsen

Elektronikkbransjen   

Wild Leek Food & Juice Bar 

"Cozy Vegan Cafe"

If you want a healthy alternative to greasy spoon dishes and burger

places, Wild Leek Food & Juice Bar is a cozy vegan cafe and bakery

known for the bold and delicious flavors of dishes served here. Try out

delicious all-day breakfast items like Blueberry Crisp Pancakes and The

Pile Up which includes scrambled tofu, corn chips, salsa, roasted

potatoes, sour cream, avocado, arugula and banana peppers. Their

smoothies and freshly squeezed juices are also a must-try. The cozy

interior with its dark wood furniture, dim lighting and decorative plants

and the small but quaint seating area outside with cheerful flowers in

window-brackets and wicker chairs makes it a great place for a date.

 +1 902 444 5466  wildleek.ca/  wildleekhalifax@gmail.com  2156 Windsor Street, Halifax

NS

 by geishaboy500   

En Vie 

"The Vegan Experience"

En Vie is an unpretentious restaurant, where the nutritional value of the

food is as important as important as its flavor. Simple yet charming, this is

the place to be for a healthy yet delectable meal. With a focus on raw food

and salads, this restaurant aims to maintain the highest possible

nutritional value of the ingredients. Crafted from fresh, organic, locally

sourced ingredients, customers are assured a flavorsome, healthy meal.

The menu changes seasonally, but always offers an absolutely enjoyable

vegan experience.

 +1 902 492 4077  enviehalifax.com/  info@enviehalifax.com  5775 Charles Street, Halifax

NS
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 by hypotekyfidler.cz   

Heartwood 

"Health On Your Platter"

Heartwood specializes in serving creative vegetarian and vegan dishes.

This restaurant is known for using organic ingredients and each dish is

prepared from the scratch everyday. Heartwood offers a special menu for

people following a gluten-free diet. Do no miss their Pesto Portobello

Sandwich, Wildcard Pizza or Coconut Curry, all of which are loved by

many of their fans. If you are feeling a little indulgent, try one of the vegan

desserts like Apricot Date Square or Cocobanana Pie. The health food

served here is appealing to those on a diet.

 +1 902 425 2808  www.iloveheartwood.ca/  heartwood.restaurant@gm

ail.com

 6250 Quinpool Road, West

End, Halifax NS
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